Local alignment is done on biological networks to find common conserved substructures belonging to different organisms. Many algorithms such as PathBLAST (Kelley et al., 2003) , Network-BLAST (Scott et al., 2006) are used to align networks locally and they are generally good at finding small sized common substructures. However, these algorithms have same failures about finding larger substructures because of complexity issues.
INTRODUCTION
With the advances in computer science and bioinformatics, molecular and biological interactions are examined in a systematic way between different organisms (Von Mering et al., 2002) . In order to gain useful information from organisms, graph structured biological networks are used. In these networks, nodes represent the basic entities like proteins and the edges between them show the interactions. When we have biological networks of different organisms, we can align them to compare and find the common substructures. This process is known as network alignment. Network alignment also helps us find out the conserved functional modules and their detailed molecular mechanisms form these functions. Network alignment is so important to detect the conserved interaction patterns and many network alignment algorithms are aimed to do this. The detected patterns in the networks will be biological pathways that are known or statistically significant pathways that are explored. Network alignment is separated into two groups as global alignment and local alignment. In global network alignments, the aim is to find and optimize the best overall match between two biological networks. For this reason, the global network alignment problem can be thought as a graph matching problem. Local network alignments try to find small subsets of global ones and they basically aim to find common substructures between two biological networks.
In this paper, we design an extension to local alignment algorithm used in biological networks belonging to different organisms based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). We devise an algorithm that finds the conserved substructures of varying sizes instead of fixed lengths done in (Qian and Yoon, 2009) . We detect two types of common substructures from aligned networks with this algorithm.
Also, it is important to mention that our extension does not find optimal substructures but runs as a heuristic algorithm using fixed length optimal paths to construct bigger structures. We aim to use the idea of obtaining smaller exact matches then trying to extend and combine them to build bigger but relevant structures. This is similar to how BLAST type algorithms work (Kelley et al., 2003) (Scott et al., 2006) . Our main intention is to overcome complexity issue that arises when working on big networks while min-
RELATED WORK
There are many algorithms used on global and local network alignment problems in the literature. Global network alignment problems are solved via various techniques such as integer programming (Li et al., 2007) , spectral clustering (Liao et al., 2009 ) and message passing (Zaslavskiy et al., 2009) . While local network alignment problem is solved by different kinds of algorithms and applications. PathBLAST (Kelley et al., 2003) , Network-BLAST (Scott et al., 2006) , QPath (Shlomi et al., 2006) , PathMatch and GraphMatch (Yang and Sze, 2007) are generally used in finding conservative structures in biological networks. Most used algorithm in literature is Path-BLAST which is an efficient algorithm for aligning two Protein Protein Interaction (PPI) networks. This algorithm looks for high-scoring pathway alignments by considering the homology between aligned proteins. When PPI data are noisy, it can allow gaps and mismatches to handle variations (Kelley et al., 2003) .
Local network alignment algorithms are generally good at finding small sized common substructures in given networks but they have same failures about finding larger substructures because of complexity issues. Also, some of these algorithms do not give chance to node insertions and deletions in the alignment process. In order to handle mentioned issues, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) based local network alignment is introduced in (Qian and Yoon, 2009) . HMMs has ability to combine node similarities and interaction reliabilities (transition probabilities) to compare aligned paths and they can also overcome the path isomorphism. In (Qian and Yoon, 2009) , the researchers adopt the HMMs framework to find optimal and biologically significant paths in general biological networks. Their main goal is to find conserved paths in two or more biological networks which have similarities. They used a scoring scheme to find alignments and they search for top k alignments of homologous paths with the highest scores. Their extended algorithms has polynomial complexity and it is dependent on the length of aligned paths and the number of interactions (edges) between each networks. Aligned paths may have insertions and/or deletions. After finding high scoring paths, we will attempt to combine overlapped ones to form the conserved subnetworks in general network structure.
METHODS
In this section we will present an extension to the algorithm described in (Qian and Yoon, 2009 ) for finding the conserved substructures of varying sizes. The algorithm presented in (Qian and Yoon, 2009 ) uses HMMs for solving local network alignment problem to find the optimal paths of fixed length.
The details how to do pairwise local alignment in study (Qian and Yoon, 2009 ) is stated in 3.1.
Pairwise Local Alignment
We assume that we have two graphs as G1= (u,d) and G2=(v,e) representing two biological networks. The graph G1 has 10 nodes represented as u1, u2 . . . u10 respectively. Also, it has edges between the nodes which shows the interaction between each entity (node). The graph G2 has 9 nodes named from v1 to v9 and it has again the edges between the nodes interacted each other. The example of two graphs shown in Figure 1 . These networks are undirected that means there are same relations between node i to node j and node j to node i.
For example, when G1 represents a PPI network, each ui corresponds to a protein, and the edge between ui and uj shows that these proteins can interact to each other. When we look at the interacting pair nodes ie. (ui,uj) , the interaction reliability is defined as w1 (ui, uj) . It can be accepted as a weight of edge between node ui and node uj (dij).Similarly, the interaction reliability between two nodes vi and vj in the graph G2 can be stated as w2 (vi,vj) .
Finally, the similarity between two nodes ui from G1 and vj from G2 in the shown networks is defined as h(ui,vj) and it is found by sequence similarity between two nodes The aim is to find the best matching pair of paths from two networks maximizing defined path alignment score that uses w1(ui, uj), w2(vi,vj), h(ui,vj) and penalty gap scores. The main strength of the algorithm is to find pairs of paths have fixed length size. Figure 2 shows an example of an alignment between two similar paths s and q, where s belongs to G1 and q belongs to G2. The dashed lines in Figure  1 connect two nodes ui and vj indicate that there exist significant similarities between the connected nodes. In the example shown in Figure 3 , the optimal alignment that maximizes the alignment score is taken with gapped alignment. The aligned pair has two gaps at v2 and u9. Insertion and deletion operations are correlated to each other and an insertion in s (e.g. u9) can be thought as a deletion in the aligned path q. In the next subsection, we mention how we can extend the algorithm used in (Qian and Yoon, 2009 ).
Extension
The extension we did contains mainly two steps:
Firstly, we will use (Qian and Yoon, 2009 ) to find the best matching k-length path for pairwise local alignment. Then, we will store this path and hide edges used by this path. The reason for hiding is to not find and use same paths later. After this, we will iteratively run this algorithm (Qian and Yoon, 2009) to find the next matching k-length path that does not contain any edges with previous best path. We will continue this until we find all paths with intended similarity threshold or of certain number threshold (s0=determined threshold similarity). Finally, we will have a collection of distinct aligned paths. For k=3, the samples of distinct aligned paths got from G1 and G2 are illustrated in Figure 4 . Our extension will try to combine these distinct paths into relevant types of structures as subgraphs and longer paths. The details of structures are explained in next subsections.
For Finding Subgraphs
To combine collected paths, we will find the paths that contain same nodes and merge them. Since none of them have any common edges, there will not be any overlap. At the end of this procedure we will have the number of distinct subgraphs of G1 and G2 shown in Figure 5 . This virtual subgraph does not need to represent the same number of nodes in both graphs. Because, all paths we are trying to combine are actually represented by a pair of nodes from G1 and G2 in each of its nodes. This leads to possibility of different nodes in one of the graphs can be mapped to same node in other. The resulting subgraphs are all conserved substructures that adhere to the similarity threshold for their paths.
For Finding Longer Paths
Different from finding subgraphs, we will only try to extend our structure as a path. To this end, we will only combine our set of collected paths at their end points. We cant just combine them just by their edges like for subgraph case because just having distinct edges do not allow us to combine paths from their An Extension to Local Network Alignment using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) endpoints. To overcome this problem, we will consider only endpoints and sort them by the number of same endpoints. We do not need to consider isolated end points. And endpoints with number of 2 can only be appended to each other. So, we combine them and only consider the choice with endpoints numbering 3 or more. For these, we will look at the length of candidate paths. Figure 6 shows the endpoints of distinct aligned paths. The numbers at right of the each node explains the corresponding paths (Figure 4 ). Since we have already considered the similarity scores for choosing paths with (Qian and Yoon, 2009 ), we will now try to get longer paths and choose the longest two paths for appending and continue until only one or no candidate remains. Since we do not consider isolated endpoints, we can safely ignore this endpoints. At the end of the procedure, we will have a collection of paths with differing lengths. The distinct paths had the same endpoints are appended in order to generate longer paths. The examples of paths are shown in Figure 7 .
EVALUATION

Possible Problems
Unlike the algorithm from (Qian and Yoon, 2009 ), our solutions are not aimed to be optimal thus we use heuristics approach. But we intend to reach near optimal solutions nevertheless.
• For path selection choosing by length may lead to losing possible longer path. But considering all pos-sible pairs for appending least to an exponential time complexity.
• For more than 2 graphs, our extension may not work properly.
Parameters
When choosing parameters that effect the computation of algorithm and the quality of solutions, there is a need to test which values are the best.
• k : length of matching pairs from (Qian and Yoon, 2009) . Choosing a lower value is faster but bigger values might be needed in order to balance the number of matching paths below s0
• s0 : Similarity score threshold for k-length matching pairs. This effects number of matching pairs we need to combine and run (Qian and Yoon, 2009 ). Thus, it directly decides computation time. And value of k changes the values of scores even for same network so s0 is also dependent on k.
Test Cases
In order to check if structures we find are biologically significant, we need to compare them with real-world data. Similar to (Qian and Yoon, 2009 ), we will plan to use data from KEGG (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) database in order to check if we can find the significant structures. In order to check the error rate of our algorithm, we also need to try to compare same graphs. Since checking isomorphism is an NP-Hard problem (Döpmann, 2013) , we will undoubtedly wont be able to give the exact graph but by checking how close the answers are for same graph we can compare its results with other graphs to understand how similar structured we can expect.
CONCLUSIONS
By using the described technique, we would expect to get significant similar substructures between the pair of distinct biological networks. Different from the algorithm we extend, we change problem into finding big substructures within a similarity constraint. We also consider two types of substructures and can extend it for different substructures. Sadly, our extension is not expected to get good results for multiple network case. As a possible future work, multiple alignment case can also be considered. Also as mentioned, this is a heuristics approach and there may be a lot room to gain better results. But these improvements require experimental results first.
